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The Quasi-Uniformity Condition and Three-Dimensional Geometry Representation
as it Applies to the Reproducing Kernel Element Method
Nathaniel O. Collier
ABSTRACT
The Reproducing Kernel Element Method (RKEM) is a hybrid between finite
elements and meshfree methods that provides shape functions of arbitrary order and
continuity yet retains the Kronecker-δ property. To achieve these properties, the
underlying mesh must meet certain regularity constraints, unique to RKEM. The
aim of this dissertation is to develop a precise definition of these constraints, and a
general algorithm for assessing a mesh is developed. This check is a critical step in
the use of RKEM in any application.
The general checking algorithm is made more specific to apply to two-dimensional
triangular meshes with circular supports and to three-dimensional tetrahedral meshes
with spherical supports. The checking algorithm features the output of the uncovered
regions that are used to develop a mesh-mending technique for fixing offending meshes.
The specific check is used in conjunction with standard quality meshing techniques
to produce meshes suitable for use with RKEM.
The RKEM quasi-uniformity definitions enable the use of RKEM in solving Galer-
kin weak forms as well as in general interpolation applications, such as the represen-
tation of geometries. A procedure for determining a RKEM representation of discrete
vi
point sets is presented with results for surfaces in three-dimensions. This capability
is important to the analysis of geometries such as patient-specific organs or other
biological objects.
vii
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The goal of research in Computational Mechanics is to develop methods to aid in
the engineering design process. The cost and duration of this process can be greatly
reduced if a design can first be analyzed numerically before being physically con-
structed and tested. The Finite Element Method (FEM) has long been the dominant
computational method used and with good reason. However, FEM has its limitations
and therefore other methods have evolved to address its weaknesses.
One weakness of FEM is that it is difficult to construct higher order interpolants,
which limits the class of problems FEM can solve. Usually FEM is limited to solving
differential equations of first or second order. While FEM can be used to solve prob-
lems of this class, another drawback is when a quantity is desired which comes from
derivatives of the FEM solution. Since FEM interpolations are C0 continuous, the
derivatives are discontinuous. To obtain a smoothed quantity based on the derivative
of the FEM solution, other techniques must be used to soften these discontinuities.
Many other methods have emerged (meshfree methods, spectral methods, bound-
ary element methods) which are suited for higher order problems, yet this frequently
comes at the cost of other desirable function properties that are common in FEM.
Specifically, the Kronecker-δ property is of interest for the enforcement of essential
boundary conditions. The Reproducing Kernel Element Method (RKEM) was de-
veloped to achieve a higher order global smoothness property while maintaining the
Kronecker-δ property, details of which will be presented in a later section.
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The Reproducing Kernel Element Method is similar to the Finite Element Method
in that they both use elements, polygonal or polyhedral subdivisions of the problem
domain, to construct their interpolation basis. The collection of these elements is re-
ferred to as a mesh. In both cases, the mesh must have certain regularity properties to
assure a proper result. These regularity constraints are known as the quasi-uniformity
condition.
This dissertation is devoted to the study of the quasi-uniformity mesh condition
as it applies to RKEM. While this condition was previously identified, it was not
completely understood. In Chapter 2, this work will present precise definitions which
form the basis for a checking algorithm. This algorithm is used to check meshes in
both two- and three-dimensions.
Since the main application of RKEM is in the solution of partial differential equa-
tions, the solution procedure is presented here as is commonly seen in texts. This
procedure, known as the Galerkin procedure, and the methods used to approximate
solutions, are intimately tied to the regularity constraints on meshes. Following the
presentation on methods is a discussion about mesh regularity and its motivation.
1.1 Galerkin Procedure for Solving Partial Differential Equations
In physical problems, the equations are typically developed in a strong form.
This means that the equation holds true at every point in the problem’s domain. The
finite element method and its descendants all attempt to approximate solutions to
the weak, or variational, form of partial differential equations. The form is ‘weak’ in
the sense that the solution is globally valid, but may not satisfy the strong form at
every point. The weak form can be derived from the strong form, as shown in the
2
following boundary value problem.
∇2u(x) = ρ(x) ∀ x ∈ Ω (1)
u(x) = g(x) ∀ x ∈ Γg (Essential BC) (2)
where Ω is the problem domain, ρ(x) is some forcing function, and g(x) is essential
boundary condition which is applied on Γg, the portion of the boundary on which
essential boundary conditions are enforced. This strong form can be converted to the
weak form by multiplying by a test function, δu(x), and then integrating over the
problem domain, Ω. ∫
Ω
∇2uδudΩ =
∫
Ω
ρ(x)δudΩ (3)
In the case of this problem, integration by parts (Eq. 2.2.12 in [17]) can be used
directly to simplify this to
−
∫
Ω
(∇u) · (∇δu)dΩ =
∫
Ω
ρ(x)δudΩ. (4)
As shown in [17], under certain restrictions the strong and weak forms are equivalent.
Now the solution variable and the test function are expanded into an approximation
consisting of basis functions and weights.
u(x) =
∑
i
Ni(x)ui δu(x) =
∑
i
Ni(x)δui (5)
where Ni(x) is the i
th basis function and ui and δui are the corresponding constant
weights. It is often more convenient to recast this summation as a dot product of
vectors.
u(x) = Nu δu(x) = Nδu (6)
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The gradients of these functions can be approximated in the same way. It is customary
to define
B = ∇N (7)
which leads to
∇u(x) = Bu ∇δu(x) = Bδu. (8)
These functions are then inserted into the weak form. This is known as the Galerkin
procedure. Here this solution function and test function are expanded using the same
set of basis functions. This is called Bubnov-Galerkin, while using a different basis for
each is known as Petrov-Galerkin. Finite element solutions are a finite dimensional
projection of an infinitely dimensioned function, and therefore the FEM solution is
not capable of representing the exact solution. The motivation for using a different
basis to represent the test function is in problems such as advection/diffusion where
an enriched basis for the test function space can account for the missing information
and stabilize the solution.
−
∫
Ω
(Bu) · (Bδu)dΩ =
∫
Ω
ρ(x)NδudΩ (9)
However, δu and u are constants and can be factored out of the integrals.
δu
(
−
∫
Ω
BTBdΩu+
∫
Ω
ρNTdΩ
)
= 0 (10)
Because Eq. 10 must be true for any δu,
−
∫
Ω
BTBdΩu+
∫
Ω
ρNTdΩ = 0 (11)
or
Ku = P (12)
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where
K =
∫
Ω
BTBdΩ (13)
P =
∫
Ω
ρNTdΩ. (14)
The matrix K is called the stiffness matrix and the vector P is called the load vector.
Although this material is frequently first studied in the context of finite elements,
there is nothing in this procedure particular to finite elements. The procedure is
independent of how the basis functions, Ni(x), are constructed. It is the different
methods of constructing these functions that lead to different methods, all of which
have particular strengths and weaknesses.
1.2 Methods of Constructing Interpolants
The following section provides a brief introduction to three different methods of
constructing interpolants. The treatment is only meant to introduce the concept,
giving some intuition to the basis function formulation. For full details, consult the
given references.
1.2.1 Finite Elements
Finite elements [17, 38] is one way to construct a set of basis functions for use in
the solution of the Galerkin weak form. The idea is to discretize the problem domain
by tessellating the space into polygons, usually of uniform type. In finite elements,
a collection of these polygons is referred to as a mesh and the polygon vertices are
referred to as nodes.
The basis functions are then written explicitly for each individual element. When
the basis functions are written for an element, they are referred to as shape functions.
The shape functions are typically written using Lagrange interpolation, for which a
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sample one-dimensional element and its shape functions can be seen in Fig. 1(a).
These functions
1. form a partition of unity, essential for solution convergence in the Galerkin weak
form
2. possess the Kronecker-δ property at element nodes, useful in enforcing essential
boundary conditions
3. are polynomials, particularly useful when selecting an integration rule for the
computation of the stiffness matrix and load vectors.
This method of formulation is also useful because one-dimensional functions can
be directly used to form higher dimensional basis functions. The use of elements
also has a computational advantage when forming the stiffness matrix. The stiffness
matrix computation (Eq. 13) involves an integration of the product of basis function
derivatives over the domain. Since each function is defined on elements, the domain
of the product of these basis function derivatives is simple to obtain. This means that
the numeric computation of this integration is faster because the exact integration
domain does not need to be determined via other, more computationally expensive,
methods.
1.2.2 Meshfree Methods
While elements are a convenient form of constructing basis functions, they are
not the only method. A class of methods known as meshfree methods have emerged
which do not use a mesh to define basis functions. There are many flavors of meshfree
methods [1, 4, 5, 12, 21, 24], but many descend from Smoothed Particle Hydrody-
namics [15] (SPH). For a review of these methods see [20]. In SPH, the approximation
of the solution variable is represented as a convolution of the unknown variable and
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a weighting function.
u¯(x) =
∫
u(y)w(x− y)dy (15)
Note that this expression is true if w(x) is the Dirac-δ function. The weighting
function is chosen to mimic the Dirac-δ function and also has the property
∫
w(x)dx = 1. (16)
The goal of this method is the same as in finite elements: to discretize the unknown
solution variable which will allow the conversion of the weak form into a system
of linear equations. Equation 15 does not yet do that. This convolution is then
approximated by nodal integration,
u¯(x) =
n∑
i=1
u(yi)w(x− yi)∆Vi (17)
where n represents a fixed number of discrete points and ∆Vi is a scalar representation
of the portion of the domain represented by that point. The variable yi represents
the location of these points in the domain. In meshfree methods, these points are
referred to as particles. The nodal integration leads to the loss of the partition of
unity property, specifically,
n∑
i=1
w(x− yi)∆Vi 6= 1. (18)
Many corrections have been proposed, which has led to a large number of methods.
One method of correcting this interpolation is found in the Reproducing Kernel Par-
ticle Method [21, 23] (RKPM) which is included here for its relationship to RKEM.
The idea is to modify the weight function in such a way as to maintain the partition
of unity property. This is done by multiplying the weight function by a polynomial
of arbitrary order. For illustrative purposes, a one-dimensional polynomial of second
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order is shown here.
P (x) =
[
1 x x2
]
b (19)
where b is a vector of unknown polynomial coefficients. This polynomial becomes
part of a function termed the kernel, expressed here:
φi(x) = w(x− yi)P (x− yi)∆Vi. (20)
The coefficients in b are determined by solving a linear system of equations that
ensure that the kernel can reproduce constants, restoring its partition of unity. This
system also assures that polynomials up to the order of P can be reproduced. So the
complete RKPM interpolation ends as
∑
i
φi(x)ui. (21)
A consequence of this formulation is that RKPM basis functions cannot be easily
written explicitly and require a matrix inversion at every point they are evaluated.
While this is computationally expensive, the trade off is a set of basis functions that
are smooth to the order of the weighting function continuity and can globally repro-
duce any polynomial up to the degree of the corrective polynomial. These functions
do not, however, possess the Kronecker-δ property, so the enforcement of essential
boundary conditions requires an alternate procedure.
While the formulation of RKPM basis functions is not as intuitive as FEM basis
functions, it is helpful to conceptualize it in the following way. The RKPM basis
functions are particle-centered polynomials that are blended from particle to particle
by convolution with a weighting function. Graphically this can been seen in Fig. 1(b).
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1.2.3 Reproducing Kernel Element Method
The Reproducing Kernel Element Method is a hybrid mesh/meshfree method
whose main aim is to take advantage of the higher order smoothness of meshfree basis
functions while preserving the Kronecker-δ property common to finite element basis
functions. This method was originally discussed in a series of papers [22, 25, 27, 32].
In the first of these papers, the authors write the RKEM interpolant and then proceed
to prove its properties. The RKEM interpolant is written
u¯(x) =
Ne∑
e=1
[∫
Ωe
K(x− y)dy
(
ne∑
i=1
ψe,i(x)u(x)
)]
(22)
where Ne are the number of elements in the mesh, ne are the number of nodes
per element, K is the meshfree kernel, and ψ are the global partition polynomials,
analogous to the corrective polynomial in the meshfree formulation.
The RKEM interpolant shares concepts from both FEM and meshfree methods.
Finite element basis functions are written explicitly in such a way that C0 continuity
is maintained, referred to as compatibility. Even for higher order finite element func-
tions, the continuity from element to element is still C0. Meshfree methods, such as
RKPM, enforce compatibility by smoothing polynomial fields from particle to particle
by kernels, but at the cost of the Kronecker-δ property. Reproducing Kernel Element
Method interpolants enforce compatibility of element defined polynomials with node
centered kernels. The element’s polynomial fields are no longer truncated as in finite
elements, but allowed to extend the domain of the problem. This can be graphically
seen in Fig. 1(c).
The RKEM interpolant looks complicated but it can be split into its different
parts. The right side,
∑ne
i=1 ψe,i(x)u(x), is the finite-element part, where the global
partition polynomials can be thought of as extended FEM basis functions. The left
9
(a) FEM shape functions
(b) RKPM polynomial field and kernel
(c) RKEM polynomial fields and node-centered
kernels
Figure 1. Conceptual differences in the forming of basis functions
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side is the meshfree part,
∫
Ωe
K(x − y)dy, which is the smoothing by node-centered
kernel functions.
A benefit of RKEM is that higher-order interpolants may be constructed trivially
by adding degrees of freedom to element nodes and accompanying polynomial fields.
While higher-order finite elements may be constructed in the same manner, this is
accomplished with the addition of mid-side nodes which complicates the meshing
problem. Furthermore, while higher-order finite elements are possible, the continuity
across element boundaries remains C0. In RKEM, the compatibility of these higher-
order polynomial fields is enforced by the node-centered kernels. This allows for the
construction of globally smooth, higher-degree elements without the introduction of
mid-side nodes.
In FEM, the impetus for element shapes other than triangle or tetrahedron is to
enrich the interpolation field without the addition of mid-side or interior nodes. How-
ever, elements such as quadrilaterals and hexahedra increase the difficulty of meshing.
RKEM has the advantage of increased interpolatory power using only vertex nodes
on the triangle and tetrahedron. Thus, this work will primarily focus on triangular
and tetrahedral elements. This choice is not requisite, as the formulation of RKEM
quasi-uniformity applies to any element shape.
1.3 Mesh Regularity
The quasi-uniformity condition refers to a regularity constraint on the size and
shape of the mesh elements. Mesh regularity is not unique to RKEM: finite elements
also requires that the mesh meet regularity conditions. This section will detail what
quasi-uniformity is in the context of FEM and compare and contrast it to that of
RKEM.
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1.3.1 FEM Quasi-Uniformity
In [17], finite-element convergence is shown to depend on the maximum element
characteristic length, leading to the desire to restrict element aspect ratios. With suit-
able constraints on aspect ratios, mesh refinement will guarantee diminishing maxi-
mum characteristic element size and lead to convergence. This condition is termed
quasi-uniformity. In the context of RKEM, the use of the term quasi-uniformity is
somewhat different. To avoid ambiguity, the term RKEM quasi-uniformity is used.
Finite element quasi-uniformity is easily verified by direct inspection of the as-
pect ratios of the elements. This metric, or an equivalent, is included in meshing
algorithms, like those outlined in [28], which are designed for a variety of element
geometries.
1.3.2 RKEM Quasi-Uniformity
As a hybrid mesh/meshfree method, RKEM uses elements to define its local in-
terpolation field and nodal kernels to enforce compatibility. Support sizes for the
kernels must be chosen large enough for each node such that the entire mesh domain
is covered by the support domain of at least one node. Failure to do so results in the
loss of the partition of unity property. On the other hand, the support of one node
cannot include any other node; otherwise the Kronecker-δ property will be lost. These
properties lead to regularity conditions on RKEM meshes first described in [22]. This
is the main topic of this dissertation and will be further discussed in chapter 2.
1.3.3 Main Difference
The main practical difference between FEM and RKEM quasi-uniformity is that
in RKEM, failure to meet the condition in Def. 2.1.3 prevents basis functions from
being defined in part of the domain, rendering an incomplete function space; on
the domain. In contrast, the FEM quasi-uniformity condition does not impact the
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ability to define the function space, it enters in the size of the interpolation error.
Even though the term’s usage is describing a different phenomenon, the RKEM mesh
constraints do require the mesh to be somewhat uniform as in finite elements. Yet
the concept cannot be condensed into merely assuring low aspect ratios. Therefore
the term quasi-uniform aptly applies.
Note that RKEM meshes must also be quasi-uniform in the FEM sense when
used to approximate the solution to a Galerkin weak form. As previously men-
tioned, RKEM quasi-uniformity ensures basis function properties, while FEM quasi-
uniformity relates to the assurance of error bounds. Theorem 4.1 in [25] states that,
similar to that of FEM, the RKEM error estimate is bound to the characteristic
length. This means that in refinement, RKEM will have the same accuracy limita-
tions that FEM does when elements of high aspect ratios are present. For this reason,
RKEM meshes must be quasi-uniform in both senses.
While the effect of this interpolation error on analysis is an important topic,
this work is concerned with detailing the condition necessary for RKEM interpolant
construction. This is critical for the use of RKEM in applications where it is used for
other interpolation tasks, such as geometry representation [34], the primary topic of
Chapter 3.
1.3.4 Quality Mesh Generation
The way that FEM obtains meshes that are quasi-uniform is to design an algorithm
that guarantees their generation. This is known in the literature as quality mesh
generation. Three conceptual steps exist in mesh generation. First is the construction
of elements given a point set without regard to quality. Second is the addition of
points (Steiner points) to the input point set to allow the creation of better-quality
elements. The last step is movement of nodes and topological changes to improve a
given mesh; this is generally known as smoothing.
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In triangular meshes, the Delaunay criterion [36] is used to obtain a unique tri-
angularization from any non-trivial data set. The Delaunay criterion does not itself
guarantee regularity but is a way to construct the elements without regard to quality.
Typically a set of boundary nodes is first triangulated using this technique, and then
points are inserted to achieve some measure of element regularity.
It is the methods of inserting points that differentiates one triangular mesh gener-
ation algorithm from another. One such technique inserts points at the circumcircle
centers as shown by [6]. This technique further constrains the order of insertion and
guarantees elements with a bound on the minimum angle, which can be directly re-
lated to the element aspect ratio. Another popular technique is to use an advancing
front. A row of elements is first created at the boundary by inserting points needed to
generate only boundary elements. This procedure is repeated progressively inward,
either connecting existing nodes or generating a new location that will produce a
quality element. Tetrahedral meshing follows these concepts with similar philosophy.
The previously mentioned quality mesh generation techniques all involve the inser-
tion of nodes and the subsequent changes in element topology. Smoothing techniques
focus more on the nodal locations and topology of the mesh. Laplacian smoothing
[13] is a popular technique, which relocates a node to the centroid of its neighbor-
ing nodes. Recent work [35] presents a method for smoothing the mesh by linearly
transforming the element from its initial state to an equilateral triangle. This affects
multiple nodes simultaneously and is iteratively applied while aspect ratios and/or
minimum angle criteria are maintained. None of these methods addresses key issues
in assessing RKEM quasi-uniform meshes.
1.3.5 Meshfree Support Issues
Since the RKEM quasi-uniform condition is not solely a property of the elements
and mesh but also of the supports of the kernels associated with each node, RKEM
14
inherits some of these issues from meshfree methods, which will now be reviewed.
In [11] the technique for determining appropriate support sizes involves including a
sufficient number of particles so that the moment matrix used in computing basis
functions is non-singular. While this is true, there are more complex cases in which a
sufficient number of particles can be included, yet the resulting functions are biased
due to particle distribution. These situations are briefly discussed in [19] and shown
in Fig. 2, adapted from their work. Note that this, too, differs from RKEM. In
Figure 2. Biased yet admissible meshfree supports (adapted from [19])
meshfree methods such as the Reproducing Kernel Particle Method (RKPM), both
a support window and a polynomial field are centered at the particle. Supports
must contain other particles to form a partition of unity. In RKEM, the polynomial
fields are defined on elements and the support window is centered on the nodes. The
support window serves to smooth the polynomial functions from element to element.
Therefore in RKEM support size is critical, but not in the same sense as in meshfree.
This is what requires every element domain to be covered by at least one support.
While FEM, RKEM, and meshfree methods all share difficulty in determining element
and/or support sizes, none of the techniques outlined here addresses the issues that
are unique to RKEM.
1.4 Geometry Representation
While the original application of RKEM was in the solution of partial differential
equations, the RKEM basis functions can be used for general interpolation, such as
15
in the representation of geometries. Chapter 3 will discuss a procedure for the use of
RKEM in representing three-dimensional surfaces.
16
CHAPTER 2
THE RKEM QUASI-UNIFORMITY CONDITION
There are issues in generating RKEM quasi-uniform meshes that current quality
mesh generation algorithms are not suited to solve. Again it is important to emphasize
that for use in analysis, the mesh must be quasi-uniform in the FEM sense, due to the
convergence of RKEM being, as in FEM, tied to the characteristic element length.
This requirement can be satisfied using the existing quality meshing algorithms and
will not be discussed further in this work.
There are two additional concepts important to RKEM quasi-uniformity. First,
the node-centered kernels used to blend the polynomial fields from one element to
another must collectively cover the entire mesh domain. If these supports fail to
entirely cover the mesh, the RKEM basis functions will not have the partition of unity
property. More importantly, the basis functions will be zero in regions uncovered by
a kernel. This situation can be seen in Fig. 3(a).
Second, the supports of the kernels can be so large that they include other nodes.
This also corresponds to a loss of a RKEM basis function property, the Kronecker-δ
property, depicted in Fig. 3(b). These concepts imply that a balance of support sizes
must be struck as shown in Fig. 3(c).
2.1 Definitions
The following definitions concisely state the RKEM quasi-uniform condition and
form the basis to check a mesh for quasi-uniformity. While this work focuses on
two-dimensional triangular meshes with circular supports, these definitions are in-
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(a) Too small,
loss of parti-
tion of unity
(b) Too
large, loss of
Kronecker-δ
(c) Just right,
preserves both
properties
Figure 3. Quasi-uniformity for a RKEM element
dependent of spatial dimension, element geometry, or kernel support shape. The
first of these definitions address the isolation concept, which ensures the Kronecker-δ
property.
1. Definition 2.1.1 (Nodal Isolation) A node is isolated if it is not in the support
of any other node.
2. Definition 2.1.2 (Element Coverage) Let Ei represent the domain of an element
i ∈ Ne, where Ne is the index set of elements contained in a mesh, M . Let Cj
represent the domain of the support whose center corresponds to a node j.
Denote by NI the index set of all node indices of mesh M . An element, Ei, is
covered if ⋃
j∈NI
Cj ∩ Ei = Ei.
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3. Definition 2.1.3 (Mesh Coverage) A mesh M is covered if all its elements are
covered: ⋃
i∈Ne
{⋃
j∈Ni
Cj ∩ Ei
}
=M.
4. Definition 2.1.4 (RKEM Quasi-Uniformity) A mesh M is said to be quasi-
uniform in the context of RKEM if
(a) All mesh nodes are isolated (Def. 2.1.1)
(b) M is covered (Def. 2.1.3).
The first condition in Def. 2.1.4 guarantees the Kronecker-δ property is met at all
nodes, and the second condition ensures the partition of unity, and consequently the
reproducing properties of RKEM basis functions everywhere in the mesh M .
Though first noted in [25], it is worth re-emphasizing that nodal isolation, Def.
2.1.1, is not required for RKEM basis functions to be used for general function ap-
proximation, or in Galerkin weak forms. However it is beneficial in applying essential
boundary conditions in the latter case, and makes the RKEM basis functions inter-
polating, in the mathematical sense, in the former situation.
2.2 Previous Understanding
In previous work, [25], the mesh regularity condition was specified as some con-
stant times the diameter of an element. Specifically, in [32], the mesh regularity
condition for triangular meshes with circular supports was expressed as
1
2
max
j∈Λi
dij ≤ ρi ≤ min
j∈Λi
dij (23)
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where ρi is the radius of support of node i, Λi is the set of all node indices sharing
an edge with node i, and dij is the distance from node i to node j. To ensure the
Kronecker-δ property, it suffices to require that
ρi = f min
j∈Λi
dij (24)
where 0.5 ≤ f < 1 is the scale factor. Then Eq. 23 may be restated as
ρi ≥ 1
2
max
j∈Λi
dij (25)
The use of a scale factor is a convenient way to set all the support radii as some
fraction of their known maximum value. Furthermore, requiring f < 1 ensures that
the Kronecker-δ property is maintained because no other node will be in another
node’s support. This definition is not satisfactory as can be seen in the following
example.
Consider the case of a single element mesh consisting of an equilateral triangle as
shown in Fig. 4. According to Eqs. 24 and 25 it is valid to make f = 0.5. This would
make
ρi =
1
2
dij (26)
which will be constant for all nodes since all sides are equal length in this example.
The condition in Eq. 25 is satisfied; however, as depicted in Fig. 4, the condition that
every point lie within the kernel support of at least one node is not satisfied. Thus,
the condition, Eq. 23 or equivalently Eq. 25, is not sufficient to guarantee coverage.
Past work may have avoided this issue in one or more of the following ways.
1. The condition expressed in Eq. 23 is sufficient for one-dimensional work.
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Figure 4. Element passes Eq. 25 but the supports fail to cover the entire mesh
2. While the case shown in Fig. 4 demonstrates a weakness in the condition, it is
an extreme case. If a large scale factor, f , is chosen, it is possible that a mesh
passes the coverage criteria.
3. If the Kronecker-δ property is not needed, then the scale factor can be set
(f > 1) such that the supports are large enough to completely cover the domain.
4. In cases where RKEM are used in a Galerkin weak form, it is possible to avoid
this issue as long as the Gauss points used in integration are covered by the
support of a node’s kernel.
2.3 Fundamental Difficulty
While the RKEM quasi-uniformity condition is simple in concept, it is not so
simple to check. Quasi-uniformity is a global property of the mesh, not a local
one in the sense that it cannot be ascertained from considering an isolated element
and its nodes. Unless a node lies on the boundary it always belongs to more than
one element. Since a node’s support cannot cover another node, the nodes of its
neighboring elements must lie outside the support. For a single element, it may be
possible to set the support sizes of its nodes to achieve coverage, but the diameters
of neighboring elements sharing the nodes may restrict the support size in order to
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Figure 5. The proximity of smaller element II to element I causes a failure of quasi-
uniformity
achieve nodal isolation. For example, consider the portion of a mesh depicted in Fig.
5. The supports of the element’s nodes are drawn as circles and clearly do not cover
the entire element. If the node A of element I could have its support increased, the
element could be covered. However, this node has its support limited by a node in
element II. To increase the support further would mean the loss of the Kronecker-δ
property. The RKEM quasi-uniformity condition states that the mesh domain must
be completely covered by at least one support kernel from any node. In the context
of a single element, this does not imply that the element’s nodes alone must provide
the coverage. Consider the mesh shown in Fig. 6. Note that if only the supports of
the nodes of element I are considered, the element fails to be completely covered, as
shown with cross hatching. However, when the supports of nodes on the neighboring
element II are also included, element I is covered because the large support of node
D sufficiently covers the area of element I that the kernels of its own nodes did not.
The previous expression of quasi-uniformity (Eq. 23) was not able to capture this
effect, and as a result was overly restrictive by attempting to assure coverage using
only the vertex nodes of each element.
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Figure 6. The support of element II covers the otherwise deficient element I
2.4 Support Shapes
While this dissertation focuses on circular supports, Def. 2.1.4 is independent of
support shape. Any support shape may be used provided that a window function
may be constructed with the required properties [25].
Rectangular window functions are a frequent choice, primarily because they can
be obtained by a tensor product of a one-dimensional window function. In meshfree
methods they are also advantageous because the integration domain can be aligned
with the background integration cells. Here, the coverage problem is not aided by the
rectangular shape of the support. For example, consider the triangular mesh shown
in Fig. 7 and the node labeled A. Determining the maximum possible support is not
a unique process. If one first determines the maximum horizontal dimension and then
the vertical, the rectangular support labeled I is obtained. If this is reversed, then
the support labeled II is obtained. Such ambiguities can lead to undesirable bias in
the resulting basis functions.
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Figure 7. Two possible maximum rectangular supports
2.5 Algorithm Development
Existing mesh generation addresses the quality constraints for interpolation error
but does not address Def. 2.1.4. This section introduces an algorithm to check mesh
coverage while preserving nodal isolation.
2.5.1 General Algorithm
The definitions in §2.1 are amenable to direct implementation into an algorithm
for checking RKEM quasi-uniformity. There are two parts to the general algorithm.
The first part ensures the Kronecker-δ property by computing the nearest-neighbor
distance for each node and an application of a scale factor, f < 1 ensures that Def.
2.1.1 is satisfied. The second part checks that the resulting supports cover the domain
using Def. 2.1.3.
2.5.2 Nodal Isolation
Technically, this step is not a check, but rather a computation to determine sup-
port sizes for each node, a process guaranteed to succeed as long as there are no
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coincident nodes. Conceptually, one merely computes all pair-wise distances and for
each node retains the minimum. In general this is an O(N2) algorithm, where N is
the number of nodes in the mesh, though it is likely that algorithms similar to those
described in [8] could improve on this. While it might be tempting to use the mesh to
reduce the number of nodes examined, for example examining only nodes that share
an element edge with the node being tested, this does not work as shown in Fig.
8. Here the node labeled A is closest to node B even though node B is separated
from node A by several elements. Another mesh may have an arbitrary number of
elements separating nodes A and B. This reflects the fact that the connectivity of
the mesh does not contain any distance information that can be used to simplify the
search. One motivation to require the Kronecker-δ property only for a subset of nodes
A
B
Figure 8. Edge and elements do not help find closest nodes
is that the complexity reduces to O(Nδ · N), where Nδ is the number of nodes with
the Kronecker-δ property.
2.5.3 Coverage
The second part of the general algorithm tests for coverage. In this case, since
the mesh already consists of disjoint elements, the coverage test can be performed on
an element-by-element basis. This may be beneficial for at least two reasons. First,
this is a so-called embarrassingly parallel computation and can trivially benefit from
multiple processors. Secondly, as exploited in §2.5.4, the computational geometry
may be easier. The element coverage test will generally involve any number of nodes,
and ones that are not necessarily located at the element vertices or on adjacent
elements, as shown in Fig. 8. However such cases are not good elements from the
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FEM quasi-uniform point of view either, and are generally avoided, if possible. Thus,
in practice, element coverage will often be achieved using only vertex nodes of the
current element, or those of adjacent elements. To improve efficiency, a three-step
process is used, noting that if element coverage is achieved at any step, the remaining
steps are unnecessary.
1. Restrict the set Ni to be the nodes at the vertices of the element and check Def.
2.1.2.
2. Expand the set Ni in step 1 to include the vertices of elements adjacent to the
element being tested. Re-check Def. 2.1.2.
3. Expand the set Ni to include all nodes in the mesh and re-check Def. 2.1.2.
As long as each element is covered by its own nodes or nodes of its neighboring
elements, the cost of this portion of the algorithm will be O(n). The algorithm
becomes significantly more expensive if all nodes must be included in coverage test.
For meshes consisting of regular elements, such as the quality meshes that typical
algorithms (such as those in §1.3.4) generate, the first two steps are sufficient.
2.5.4 Two-dimensional, Circular Support Algorithm
For the special case of triangular meshes and circular supports, the algorithm
presented in §2.5.1 can be specialized and is particularly simple. The nodal supports
are computed as in the general case, but the element coverage algorithm is simplified.
The concept is to start with a triangular element and sequentially cut away the the
portion of the element that is covered by the support of each of the nodes in the
index set Ni. Each region is bounded by an ordered set of edges that are either line
segments, or circular arcs. The intersection of a circular support with the region then
consists of finding the intersection of a circle with line segments and/or circular arcs.
The portion of the region covered by the support is then trimmed away yielding a
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Figure 9. Triangle trimmed by circular support
smaller region that is not covered. This process continues until the element is covered,
or all the nodes have been exhausted.
2.5.5 Circular Support Trimming Algorithm
The following steps were used to trim triangular elements with circular supports.
1. Find all intersections of the circular support with segments
2. Categorize each segment into 1 of 3 categories
(a) No Support Intersections. If the edge endpoints are both inside the sup-
port, then the edge is removed. If both are outside, then the edge is left
unaltered.
(b) 1 Support Intersection. In this case, one of the segment end points will
be covered by the support and is trimmed to the intersection point. Note
that although it is possible to have the case where an edge is tangent to
the support, and hence no end point is inside the support. This possibility
is detected and the segment is split at the tangent point. Figure 9 shows
a typical first trimming operation on a triangle.
(c) 2 Support Intersections. This case results in two separated line segments as
shown in Fig. 10 and shows a single region being divided into two regions.
3. Once a region has been trimmed, circular arcs that are portions of the support
boundary are inserted into the regions to maintain the list of ordered segments.
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Figure 10. Arbitrary region trimmed by circular support
Figure 10 shows such an arc between points A and B, and also between points
C and D.
The first step of this process involves finding the intersections of the segments defin-
ing the boundary of the untrimmed area and the circular support. Initially, this
will involve circle-line intersections only, but after some supports are trimmed away
from the element area, there will be intersections with circular arcs as well. These
intersections are found by first assuming the circular arc is a complete circle and
performing a circle-circle intersection. The circle-circle intersection algorithm used
is depicted in Fig. 11. The known quantities are the radii of the circles, r1, r2, as
well as the center-to-center distance, l. There are two intersections symmetric about,
and located perpendicular to, the center-to-center line segment at a distance d. Let
the distances from each center to the common secant formed by the intersections be
denoted l1 and l2. Then the unknown distances l1, l2, and d may be found by
l2 =
r22 − r21 + l2
2l
(27)
l1 = l − l2 (28)
d =
√
r22 − l22 (29)
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Figure 11. Circle-circle intersection
As each element is examined, a list of segments is maintained representing uncov-
ered areas. If any region remains after the coverage algorithm has completed, then
the mesh is not covered. If the mesh is not covered, the algorithm returns a list of
regions that remain. This list is useful in a mesh mending procedure, as described in
§2.7.
2.5.6 Three-dimensional, Spherical Support Algorithm
For the special case of tetrahedral meshes with spherical supports, the general
algorithm in §2.5.1 can be specialized. This case is logically similar to the two-
dimensional counterpart described in §2.5.4 but a dimension higher and more complex.
As before the nodal supports are computed to exclude all other nodes and then
the element coverage is computed by removing the spherical intersections from the
tetrahedral volumes. The tetrahedron consists of a list of surfaces, segments and
vertices. Each surface also keeps track of the segments which consist of its boundary.
If the surface is spherical, then the center and radius is also stored. As in the circular
algorithm a segment can either be a straight line or a circular curve. In the three-
dimensional case, however, the circular curves also contain a normal vector which
indicates the plane in which the curve is defined. This normal in conjunction with
the end points and radius makes the curve unique in three-dimensional space.
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2.5.7 Spherical Support Trimming Algorithm
The following steps were followed to trim tetrahedral elements with spheres.
1. Find all intersections of the spherical support and the boundary edges of the
tetrahedra as shown in Fig. 12(a).
2. Categorize each segment exactly as done in the circular-support algorithm and
trim the qualifying segments. Note that while this step is equivalent to that
of the circular support, the intersection algorithms must be general enough to
work on two- and three- dimensional data. This trimming is shown in Fig.
12(b).
3. Once all segments have been trimmed, examine the solid surface by surface. For
each surface, insert arcs again to maintain an ordered list of segments. These
segments are shown connected in Fig. 12(c).
4. If a segment was split by the support, what was one logical surface will become
two surfaces. Find these and create new surfaces.
5. If for a given surface there were no segment intersections, the surface still could
be intersected by the spherical support. If the plane of the surface intersects
the spherical support yet no segment intersections are found, add a circular
bounding curve that lies in the plane of intersection. This case is shown in Fig.
12(d).
6. Once all the trimmed segments on all surfaces are connected, take the added
segments and create new spherical surfaces from connected combinations.
As before with the two-dimensional algorithm, the post-trimming uncovered volumes
are returned and can be used as a basis for mesh mending.
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(a) Find the intersections of the support with
the bounding segments
(b) Trim the segments to their intersections,
split where needed
(c) Create new curves and surfaces where
needed
(d) A support can intersect the surface with-
out intersecting any bounding segments
Figure 12. The spherical support intersection algorithm at different stages with orig-
inal tetrahedron shown with a light line for reference
2.6 Examples
Figure 13 depicts an RKEM mesh representing a slice from a CT scan of a tooth
from a bullshark. The sequence shown in Fig. 14 shows the uncovered regions of the
mesh as determined by the algorithm given in §2.5.4 for three different scale factors.
The pictures shown display the nodes of the mesh as points, and the solid lines are
the segments bounding the regions of the mesh that remain uncovered. In Fig. 14(a),
the scale factor was set to 0.525 with a large portion of the mesh uncovered. In Fig.
14(b)-(c), the increasing scale factor leads to increased mesh coverage. Finally, a
scale factor, f = 0.92 yields a fully covered mesh (not shown). Thus, any scale factor
0.92 ≤ f < 1 will fully cover the mesh while retaining the Kronecker-δ property
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Figure 13. Triangular mesh representing a slice of a bullshark tooth
at every node. To demonstrate that the RKEM quasi-uniformity condition is not
necessarily restrictive, the well-graded mesh shown in Fig. 15 was generated using a
standard FEM quality mesh generator. This mesh is RKEM quasi-uniform with no
modifications.
A series of nine images (Fig. 16) show a single tetrahedral element intersected
with a increasingly large spherical support factor. A single element is shown here
due to difficulties in visualization of large amounts of three-dimensional data. In this
particular example, the largest scale factor shown is f = 0.6. The tetrahedron is
fully covered when larger scale factors are used. Here the smaller values are chosen
to demonstrate algorithmic capability.
2.7 Mesh Mending
A key feature of the algorithm is that it returns the uncovered regions. This
important information can be used to add vertices to the mesh to increase coverage.
Adding the vertices, called Steiner points in the meshing literature, combined with
mesh smoothing to achieve RKEM quasi-uniformity, is termed mesh mending. Many
approaches may be useful, but as a first step a bounding box of each connected region
is calculated and a node inserted at the bounding box center. Following insertion,
the points are re-tessellated and a smoothing technique applied. Currently, a physics-
based smoothing technique detailed in [26] is used.
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(a) f = 0.525 (b) f = 0.625
(c) f = 0.725
Figure 14. Uncovered regions of bullshark tooth mesh for different scale factors, f
Consider the following two-dimensional example mesh depicted in Fig. 17(a). This
mesh was generated by evenly distributing points along the boundary and then ran-
domly inserting interior points. These points were then triangulated without any
quality constraints. This mesh cannot be covered for any value of f < 1; the un-
covered regions are shown in Fig. 17(b). The mesh mending procedure is applied
to this mesh. After one refinement, the mesh shown in Fig. 18(a) is generated and
the resulting coverage shown in Fig. 18(b). One more application of mesh mending
leads to the mesh shown in Fig. 19, which now meets the RKEM quasi-uniformity
condition.
While this procedure is independent of dimension, two-dimensional problems were
successfully mended while three-dimensional problems were not. When the uncovered
regions of the three-dimensional meshes were used as a basis for node insertion, the
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Figure 15. Well graded RKEM quasi-uniform mesh
resulting tetrahedral mesh did not result in a RKEM quasi-uniform mesh. Subsequent
applications of this technique did not satisfy the condition as in the two-dimensional
meshes.
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f = 0.1 f = 0.2 f = 0.3
f = 0.5 f = 0.52 f = 0.54
f = 0.56 f = 0.58 f = 0.6
Figure 16. Sample tetrahedral element, shown in a series of increasing support sizes
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(a)
(b)
Figure 17. Random mesh (a) and accompanying uncovered areas (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 18. First refinement mesh (a) and accompanying uncovered areas (b)
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Figure 19. Second refinement which now passes quasi-uniformity
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CHAPTER 3
GEOMETRY REPRESENTATION
As discussed in the introduction, the main aim of studies in computational me-
chanics is to improve the design process by numerically approximating governing
differential equations. For any kind of significant computation, this is done by com-
puter. The implicit consequence of this is that the domain of the problem must be
represented discretely in some fashion within the computer memory.
While not an emphasized aspect of finite elements, the geometry is approximated
by the mesh whose elements are used to create the interpolation field. Finite elements
provides an approximated weak-form solution to an approximated geometry. This
geometry is a polygonal or polyhedral approximation. While for a large number
of problems this approximation is of no consequence, provided that small enough
elements are used to capture major geometric features, in other problems this can lead
to difficulties. Fluid-structure interaction, nano-mechanics, and biomedical problems
all could benefit from a smoother, precise geometry. Such problems are sensitive to
sharp discontinuities in the geometry.
3.1 RKEM Geometry Representation
The Reproducing Kernel Element Method’s higher-order globally smooth inter-
polants are ideal for use in the representation of geometries, first explored in [33]. In
FEM, the geometry can be thought of as an interpolation of weights located at the
element nodes. Since FEM basis functions possess the Kronecker-δ property, these
geometry nodal weights will be equal to the geometric location of the nodes as shown
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in Fig. 20(a) on the left. Typical finite element functions are linear (in multiple di-
mensions bi- or tri-linear), so the finite element interpolation of the geometric nodal
weights is the element itself. Here, a circle is being represented with a single trian-
gular element. For the finite element case, the geometry is also a triangle. While
a single triangle is not a practical mesh for a circular problem, here it is used for
demonstration purposes.
x1, y1 x2, y2
x3, y3
Interpolation via FEM
functions
(a) FEM Geometry Representation
(x, x,u, x,v)1
(y, y,u, y,v)1
functions
Interpolation via RKEM
(y, y,u, y,v)2
(x, x,u, x,v)2
(x, x,u, x,v)3
(y, y,u, y,v)3
(b) RKEM Geometry Representation
Figure 20. Differences in the use of interpolants to represent a circle with a single
triangular element
As briefly discussed in §1.2.3, RKEM interpolation can be enriched by adding
nodal weights and accompanying element polynomial fields. While this can also be
done in FEM, it is in RKEM that the node centered kernels enforce compatibility
making the creation of such fields trivial.
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In the case of RKEM (using a T9P2I1 element, two-dimensions), the geometry
may be interpolated by the basis functions with both primary variable and derivative
geometric nodal weights. In Fig. 20(b) these nodal weights are written as (x, x,u, x,v),
one set for each spatial dimension and for each node. Derivative weights are with
respect to the u and v coordinates, which are local mesh coordinates. This can
be thought of as a generalized Hermite interpolation. The RKEM interpolants still
possess the Kronecker-δ property, so the primary variable nodal weights are the nodal
locations just as in FEM. Here, if derivative nodal weights can be determined, a more
complex geometry may be computed. Figure 20(b) represents conceptually how more
degrees of freedom and higher degree functions can map a single triangular element
mesh into a different geometry. The geometry represented is that of a circle where
the original mesh is included as a dotted line.
The geometry representation process can be conceptualized as shown in Fig. 21.
Here a point on the actual geometry, X, is determined to lie at a point U on the
RKEM mesh. The nodal parameters are then determined such that U interpolates to
a point X˜ which coincides withX. The RKEM interpolation serves as a mapping from
the mesh domain to the representation domain much the way the the deformation
function maps points from the Lagrangian to Eulerian frames in continuummechanics.
Actual Geometry RKEM Mesh RKEM Representation
Parameter determination Interpolation
X U X˜
Figure 21. The RKEM geometry representation process
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This idea was published originally in [34] where boundary and volume represen-
tations were shown in two-dimensions for trivial and non-trivial geometries and a
surface representation was shown in three-dimensions for a sphere. Further study has
been impeded by a lack of the ability to generate and assess RKEM quasi-uniform
meshes.
3.1.1 Isogeometric Analysis
The representation of geometry with RKEM then allows for analysis of a prob-
lem where a smooth geometry may be interpolated on the same mesh and with the
same basis functions as the weak form solution. This has been termed isogeometric
analysis and received much attention in recent years [2, 3, 9, 18, 30]. The research
group publishing these papers has used Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS)
[29], commonly used in computer graphics to represent smooth geometries, to solve
Galerkin weak form problems. These references are included here for completeness,
but will not be reviewed in detail.
The vision of the use of RKEM is in applications where smooth geometries are
difficult to obtain, e.g. imaging-based data in biomedical or nano-technology. In
engineering design, the geometries are mathematical descriptions in CAD systems
and subsequently manufactured. These CAD systems are often based on NURBS
and therefore analysis with NURBS makes sense in these applications. Obtaining
geometries suitable for analysis is still an open problem for applications where the
input data come in the form of discrete images. In applications where the geometry
is not a connected system of basic geometry primitives, even NURBS has difficulty
in determining a representation. A framework for the use of RKEM in this manner
was published in [10].
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3.2 Geometry Representation Procedure
The procedure used is outlined here and specific tasks are explained in more detail.
To simplify the discussion, only the procedure used to obtain surface representations
is discussed here. The extension to volume representations is straightforward.
1. Obtain an image or series of images depicting the object of interest. For work in
two-dimensions, extract an ordered list of segments representing the boundary
of the object. For three-dimensions, a closed list of faces fully representing the
object boundary is needed. Current segmentation software already handles this
operation for both dimensions.
2. Obtain a coarsening of these boundary data. While it is possible to simply tri-
angularize/tetrahedralize this data, the goal of this process is to obtain smooth
representations with RKEM meshes with significantly fewer elements than the
tessellated original data set. Image data usually returns pixel locations as the
geometric data, so there can exist a great deal of information, some of which
may be extraneous. This coarsened data are then tessellated to obtain a RKEM
mesh. Details of the methods used to achieve this will be discussed in §3.2.1.
3. Check that the coarsened mesh is RKEM quasi-uniform. This is done using the
algorithms specified in this dissertation. The mesh needs to be mended until it
passes this condition.
4. Determine a mesh point for each geometry point. Finding RKEM represen-
tations of smooth data is an inverse problem. When the actual geometry is
known discretely, one must find the RKEM interpolation which will fit these
known points. Geometry points are the coordinates of the original data ob-
tained in Step 1. Each geometry point must have a corresponding location on
an edge/face belonging to the coarsened mesh. These locations on the mesh
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will be termed mesh points. These points are critical because the method of
determining the unknown derivative nodal weights will involve the evaluation
of RKEM basis functions, which do not have value outside of the mesh. Details
of this procedure will be given in §3.2.2.
5. Solve for the unknown derivative nodal parameters. The unknown derivative
nodal weights are needed to fully represent the geometry using RKEM. The
goal is to determine these nodal weights in such a way as to ensure that each
mesh point interpolates to its geometry point. Thus, the following equation can
be written for each geometry point, X, and its corresponding mesh point U.
X =
n∑
i=1
Ψ00i (U)x+Ψ
10
i (U)x,u +Ψ
01
i (U)x,v (30)
where n is the number of RKEM nodes, Ψi is the RKEM basis function cor-
responding to node i, and x, x,u, x,v are the nodal weights. The superscripts
on the basis functions refer to which nodal weight each function belongs: 00
belongs to primary variable, 10 to the derivative nodal weight in the u direction,
and 01 to the derivative nodal weight in the v direction where u and v are local
coordinates of the mesh element.
The key point here is that the only unknowns are the derivative nodal weights,
x,u and x,v. This equation may be written for each geometry point, and for
each spatial dimension. A system of equations can then be written to minimize
the error between the interpolated value and the actual value, the coordinate
of the geometry point.
Error = X−
n∑
i=1
Ψ00i (U)x+Ψ
10
i (U)x,u +Ψ
01
i (U)x,v (31)
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The large amount of data typically generated by medical imaging guarantees
that the least-squares system will always be overdetermined. The amount of
imaging data needed is a function of the number of mesh elements and of the
degrees of freedom of each element node. The least-squares solution of this
system results in a complete set of nodal weights which may be interpolated by
the RKEM basis functions to render a more complex geometry.
3.2.1 Data Coarsening Techniques
Step 2 of the RKEM geometry representation procedure requires a coarsening
of the original data set. This section will describe the techniques used. The data
that are obtained by CT imaging or MRI pixel intensities are a single or series of
images. The extraction of a geometric object from these data is usually achieved by
segmentation. What results is a set of points representing edge or face boundaries
of the imaged object. High resolution data will contain many data points. Consider
the tip of a Tiger shark tooth, shown in Fig. 30(b). This surface consists of 74,188
triangular faces and 37,096 vertices. In this three-dimensional case, the geometry
consists of these nodal locations which requires storage of 111,288 double precision
variables as well as face connectivity. While smooth representations are in and of
themselves a desirable goal, another goal is to obtain this smooth representation with
less data storage.
For this reason, the original data set needs to be coarsened. For data in two-
dimensions this is straightforward. Essentially, the goal is to find a subset of nodes,
Nc ∈ N , where N is the set of node indices representing the nodal locations of the
original data set. This subset Nc should chosen be such that
‖di,i+1 − di,i−1‖ < δ (32)
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where di,j is the node-to-node distance between neighboring nodes i and j and δ is
some prescribed tolerance. What this means is that neighboring edges should not
vary in length more than an amount δ. Otherwise this can lead to tessellations that
are not RKEM quasi-uniform.
It may be important to force certain nodes of N to be part of Nc. If the set of
points is chosen according to Eq. 32 with no regard for key features in the geometry,
a tessellation of these data can result in a mesh that must represent unnecessarily
high amounts of curvature. This phenomenon is depicted in Fig. 22(a). A better set
includes nodes defining key geometry features, as in Fig. 22(b). While the RKEM
interpolants are higher order and capable of resolving changes in curvature, this can
produce negative effects in other areas of the representation. This is particularly
important in volume representations, as illustrated and explored in [10].
(a) Poor choice of Nc (b) Better choice of Nc
Figure 22. Two selections of Nc and resulting mesh, original data points shown as
circles, coarsening shown as triangles
Three-dimensional data-coarsening techniques can borrow concepts from the com-
puter science community. In this context, data coarsening is known as mesh decima-
tion and has been widely studied [7, 14, 16]. For computer scientists this problem is
important in simplifying a mesh-based geometry for ease in rendering, especially when
the geometry is over-sampled compared to the amount of data required to represent
the geometry.
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While it is beneficial to review work done in graphics and visualization, this should
be done with careful consideration. While many times the challenges faced in com-
puter science and computational mechanics are similar, particular solutions may not
be suitable for both fields. For example, in the case of decimation, the goal of the
computer scientist is to reduce the complexity of the mesh-based geometry while
maintaining the overall appearance of the object. In this dissertation’s application,
the need is to find a coarsening that is a proper subset of the original geometry points.
Creation and moving of face vertices are not helpful, and the appearance of the final
mesh is of no consequence. For this reason, algorithms must be carefully weighed to
determine what is suitable for the particular application.
The techniques reviewed in mesh decimation rely on the relocation and deletion
of mesh entities. This makes them unsuitable for use in this application. A successful
mesh decimation technique for use in representation of geometries in RKEM will have
the following characteristics.
1. Generates a simpler mesh whose nodes are a subset of the original mesh.
2. Resulting mesh faces should also pass RKEM quasi-uniformity or some similar
metric. A coarsening that will not lead to a RKEM quasi-uniform mesh is not
desirable.
3. Minimize curvature represented by each mesh face. This is similar to the ideas
presented in two-dimensional coarsening. Points should be chosen such that key
geometric features are maintained.
3.2.2 Projection Techniques
Once the coarsened meshes are obtained, a point on the boundary of this mesh
(mesh point) must be found for every point on the original data set (geometry point).
This is part of a process that will eventually use these mesh points to find the unknown
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derivative nodal weights and complete the geometry representation. The determina-
tion of these mesh points will involve projecting the geometry point along certain
directions, determined from different criteria. This step is key to obtaining suitable
representations, and while several methods are presented, none is shown to be optimal
for the general case.
In two-dimensions, the geometry point may be projected in a direction perpen-
dicular to a mesh edge to determine the corresponding mesh point. In Fig. 23(a)
this is shown where point D is the perpendicular projection of point C. While this
is a simple method of determining a mesh point, it is not without pitfalls. It is not
sufficient to merely find a corresponding mesh point for every geometry point. These
points are used in the determination of the geometry. Sets of points whose projections
cross each other or lie off the mesh edge can cause nonsensical results in the process
of determining unknown derivative nodal weights.
Consider the case where a series of geometry points contains a subset of points
which project to the same mesh point as shown in Fig. 23(a). In this figure, the
darkened line represents a fine sampling of geometry points, and the region between
A and B contains points that could share a mesh point with other geometry points.
This can cause difficulties in the determination of the unknown nodal parameters,
because a single mesh point maps to multiple geometry points, violating the definition
of a function. These points are detected and filtered to eliminate this possibility.
Another potential pitfall is depicted in Fig. 23(b). Here, the geometry points
between A and B should have corresponding mesh points on the mesh edge shown.
However, the curvature of the geometry causes their perpendicular projections to fall
off the edge. These points are also omitted as not only are the projected mesh points
off the edge, they are off the mesh and have no basis function values. In both cases
the points between A and B are removed to eliminate potential difficulties.
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(a) Multiple geometry points contain
the same mesh point
A
B
(b) Mesh point falls off the mesh edge
Figure 23. Cases were data are eliminated when determining mesh points
A better method, perhaps, is to fit all geometry points parametrically between
the two edge nodes. While this method causes no information to be lost, it is not
necessarily optimal. Both filtering cases discussed in the preceding two paragraphs
address the removal of information when the geometry points represent a highly
varying curvature along a certain edge. Including all such points could cause negative
effects in the final representation such as an inverted mapping. This effect is not yet
clear and requires more study to fully understand.
In three-dimensions, projection methods are far less straight-forward. For two-
dimensional problems, an added efficiency is the knowledge that the ordered list of
geometry points must lie between two nodes of the coarsened RKEM mesh boundary
edge. This pre-knowledge is useful in finding projections. For three-dimensional data,
this same efficiency is not present and cannot be exploited.
While the data are a dimension higher, the overall goal is the same in three-
dimensions as for two-dimensions: find a mesh point for each geometry point. Three
separate methods of finding these mesh points are explored and detailed here:
1. Average Normal Projection This method was used in [34] to determine the mesh
points for the sphere published in that work. The idea was to average the inward
facing normals of all faces which contain a particular geometry point. The mesh
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point was then determined to be the intersection of this direction with the first
face encountered. This can be graphically seen in Fig. 24.
N
r
^
FEM Faces
RKEM Face
Figure 24. Average normal projection
While this method is convenient is the sense that only information local to
the geometric point is used to calculate a projection direction, the resulting
mesh points are not likely to generate well behaved geometries. This is because
neighboring mesh points could map to geometry points which are far away and
on different sides, inverting the mapping. Even though this effect is undesired,
it could be used as an indicator that the mesh needs refined to adequately
represent the geometry.
This undesirable effect can be seen in Fig. 25 in a two-dimensional analog.
A series of geometry points are shown along with their neighboring faces as
heavy lines. The average normal is approximately drawn and shows where the
corresponding mesh points would appear. Note that the normal projection of
the geometry point labeled A is not even on the edge closest to the point.
Especially undesirable is the effect of the series of points B, C, and D. Note
that the projections of the geometry points to the mesh points actually cross.
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This will cause the representation to invert at this point, which is not a desired
behavior.
A
B
C
D
Figure 25. Problem with the average normal projection method
For the sphere, this method worked perfectly because the curvature changes
uniformly along the solid. This method is unsuitable for any general geometry.
2. Mesh Center Projection As the name suggests another method of determining
mesh points is to determine a mesh center and find the intersection of the
ray beginning at a geometry point and in the direction of this center with a
mesh face. This method branches into two sub-methods at this point. The
intersection may be found with the nearest face along the ray pointing to the
mesh center in which case, each geometry point will have a mesh point and no
data is filtered. This method is used to generate the results shown in §3.3.
The second sub-method uses a filter. While the face on which the geometry
points must find mesh points is not known as in the two-dimensional case, a
simplification may me made where a geometry point must find a mesh point at
its nearest face. The nearest face will be the face whose perpendicular projection
to the geometry point is both on the face and the minimum for all mesh faces.
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This projection technique will generate differing results and will filter out mesh
points which project to a face not its closest.
This method also has a pitfall in the computation of the mesh center. If the
mesh center does not lie inside the mesh, this method will produce non-sensual
results. The location of the center is also a factor in the quality of projection.
However, for round objects, the simplification is perfectly valid.
3. Perpendicular Projection The last method considered involves determining the
perpendicular projection to the nearest face. This mesh point must lie on the
triangular mesh face to be valid, otherwise it is filtered. This method is similar
to what is done in two-dimensions.
As in the two-dimensional case, it is unclear which technique is optimal. The quality
of the choice of these mesh points can greatly affect the end geometry and needs to
be studied in more detail.
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3.3 Three-dimensional Results
In this section, the RKEM geometry representation procedure is used to represent
an analytic geometry, a sphere, as well as geometry obtained from imaging, a shark
tooth tip. In both cases, the original data set is shown as well as the underlying
meshes and representations.
3.3.1 Sphere
A progression of spherical meshes was generated by an analytical code and checked
for RKEM quasi-uniformity. A data set, shown in Fig. 26, was generated and consid-
ered the original geometry. The series of increasingly refined representations may be
seen in Figs. 27-29. In each figure, the underlying RKEM mesh is shown on the left
and the accompanying representation on the right. Since this geometry is analytic,
the error can be computed, for which the maximum is listed in Table 1. The error
metric used was the Euclidean distance between a geometric point and the interpo-
lation of the corresponding mesh point. Note that while this is one possible metric,
other metrics could be used. This metric is beneficial because it not only measures
the effect of refinement but also measures the performance of the projection method
chosen. Refinement may not be as beneficial if a poor method of projecting geometry
points was chosen.
While the results of Table 1 demonstrate a clear convergence, the maximum value
of error is larger than expected. In the NURBS representation of a sphere [29], a
numerically exact representation is determined with a 26 control point mesh. These
results for the RKEM sphere demonstrate slower convergence that expected.
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Figure 26. Original sphere geometry
(a) Mesh (b) Representation
Figure 27. Sphere representation with 8 faces
(a) Mesh (b) Representation
Figure 28. Sphere representation with 42 faces
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(a) Mesh (b) Representation
Figure 29. Sphere representation with 170 faces
Table 1. Convergence of sphere representation
Boundary Faces Elements Max Error
4 1 1.15
8 8 0.59
42 51 0.22
170 358 0.06
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3.3.2 Shark Tooth Tip
The shark tooth tip comes as a list of triangular faces assembled from CT imaging
data. This data set comes from a study on the evolution of shark teeth, in [37]. The
original geometry has many terraced features (Fig. 30(b)). These terraces are not an
actual tooth feature as can be seen in Fig. 30(a), but created from the discrete method
used to obtain the geometry. The extracted geometry is but the tip of the original
tooth. These features are undesirable in the final representation. Alternatively, the
tooth has several serrations on its edge. These are features that should be captured.
The goal is that this procedure can capture large features and smoothen the small
undesirable artifacts.
(a) Tiger shark tooth (b) Original Tooth Tip Geometry
Figure 30. Tiger shark tooth and its tip (used with permission from [37])
The representations shown (Figs. 31 and 32) are for meshes, hand picked and
tested to be RKEM quasi-uniform. Note that while the mesh is coarse, the represen-
tation is faithful to the original shape of the tooth. Subsequent refinements were not
possible during the duration of this study. The mesh mending technique detailed in
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§2.7 worked well for two-dimensional data, but in practice did not work well in three-
dimensions. The inserted nodes into the uncovered volumes did not result in RKEM
quasi-uniform meshes. For further work in geometry representation, it is important to
further develop meshing techniques that are guaranteed to be RKEM quasi-uniform.
This is beyond the scope of this work. This problem was obviated in the case of the
sphere because the geometry was analytical and RKEM quasi-uniform refinements
easy to generate.
(a) Mesh (b) Representation
Figure 31. Tip representation with 3 elements
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(a) Mesh (b) Representation
Figure 32. Tip representation with 31 elements
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3.4 Derivative Discontinuities Across Element Boundaries
As stated several times throughout this dissertation, RKEM interpolants are
higher-order globally smooth. This means that the function interpolated possesses
an arbitrary number of smooth derivatives. The tetrahedral elements used to gen-
erate the results of this section (Tet16P2I1, [34]) are C2 continuous, yet the results
have an apparent C0 continuity along places where element boundaries exist. This is
particularly apparent in the spherical cases of Figs. 27-29.
s1 s2
Interpolated Representation
A
Boundary Mesh Element
Figure 33. Derivatives at boundary elements are not well defined
This is, in fact, not a contradiction of the RKEM interpolant properties. Consider
the two-dimensional analog shown in Fig. 33. Here the geometry is interpolated and
shown as a heavy black line with a derivative discontinuity at a point labeled A.
The underlying mesh is shown as a shaded triangle. The issue is related to the fact
that determining the unknown parameters at the nodes involves taking data that
are fundamentally smooth and projecting these data to mesh edges/faces that are
not smooth. The interpolated representation, expressed as a function f , would be
continuous at A if
∂f
∂s1
= − ∂f
∂s2
(33)
where s1 and s2 are vectors as shown in Fig. 33. It is illogical to expect derivatives
with respect to different variables to be equal at general locations. For example, let
f(x, y) = 1 − x2 − y. In this case ∂f
∂x
= −2x and ∂f
∂y
= −1. Although at x = 0.5
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these derivatives are equal, for a general (x, y) the derivatives will be distinct. This
does not indicate that the function f does not possess as much continuity as its order
would indicate. This is the cause of the seams seen in the surface representations and
not a contradiction of the RKEM higher order, globally smooth property.
Consider the shark tooth tip originally shown in Figs. 30(b)-31 and repeated here
in Fig. 34 with a different view angle. This view is tilted upward to show the underside
of the tooth. The mesh in Fig. 34(a) has labels for different faces. Faces labeled A,
B and C all have differing planar normals indicating that an interpolation from one
element face to another must change parametric directions. This effect can be seen
in Fig. 34(b) by clear lines in the vicinity of element edges. However, the planar
normals of faces C and D are equal, meaning that an interpolation from face C to D
is possible without change in parametric direction. In the area where faces C and D
meet, there is no such sharp edge. However, in general, these apparent discontinuities
will exist unless an alternate method of determining nodal weights which eliminates
them can be determined.
A
B
C
D
(a) Mesh (b) Representation
Figure 34. Tip representation with 3 elements, tilted view
The same effect is seen, albeit less pronounced, in the two-dimensional results
previously published [34]. Consider the circle representation with 4 elements as seen
in Fig. 35. The full circle is shown in Fig. 35(a), with the top of the circle shown
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in greater detail in Fig. 35(b). Note clear derivative changes going from the left
side of the circle to the right. This is at an element boundary, which demonstrates
the same effect as seen in three-dimensions. This was overlooked in two dimensions
because of its apparent disappearance under refinement. This effect is more obvious
in three-dimensions because it is far more visible. This is due to
1. The affected area is a line (element edge). In the two-dimensional case, this
effect was only seen at a point (element nodes).
2. The three-dimensional representations are rendered with shading. This high-
lights sharp changes in curvature because neighboring pixel intensities vary.
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(b) Zoomed in to show top portion of circle
Figure 35. The four element circle representation has discontinuities
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation has addressed a wide variety of topics. First was a discussion on
the Galerkin weak form procedure and how the Finite Element Method can be used
to approximate a solution. This lead to discussions of methods that have emerged to
address weaknesses in FEM, of which RKEM is one. A fundamental property of a
RKEM mesh is that it be quasi-uniform. Precise definitions were developed based on
general set intersections and an algorithm was written and shown to function in two-
and three-dimensions. Procedures and techniques for healing offending meshes were
also shown to function for typical and random data.
In a second part, the motivation for the development of RKEM quasi-uniformity
was revealed showing how RKEM interpolants can be used to represent geometries.
While the process is complex, the end result is a higher order smooth representation
which can contain the same underlying mesh as a typical mesh for use in finite ele-
ments. Finally, results were shown in three-dimensions for the surface representation
of a sphere and a shark tooth.
While a significant result in and of itself, the aim of this work is not to merely
represent geometries with RKEM interpolants. The use of these representations to
solve problems isogeometrically is of great importance. This aspect was not discussed
at length in this dissertation. This is an active area of research, for which this work
is part of a larger scope.
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4.1 Future Work
This document represents what has been done with RKEM during my studies,
but there remains a lot of possible work to expand and improve these ideas.
1. The description of the quasi-uniformity condition for RKEM meshes is impor-
tant for the existence of basis function properties. However, the element and
support sizes will have an effect on the convergence of RKEM when used in the
context of a Galerkin weak form approximation. It is important to understand
this effect to assure proper results and convergence.
2. While coverage is necessary, nodal isolation is only needed for nodes on which
the Kronecker-δ property is desired. The loss of this property for a set of
nodes will affect the basis functions, making them smoother. It remains a open
problem as to what is the optimal arrangement to provide the best interpolants.
3. The check detailed in chapter 2 is a first step in a greater effort to generate
meshes that are guaranteed to be RKEM quasi-uniform. This capability is
essential to pursue areas in three-dimensions. Two specific ideas may prove
useful:
(a) Use the radius of supports of the nodes as a means of node insertion,
similar to what is already done for FEM quality meshes.
(b) A smoothing technique called bubble mesh [31] could be used where the
bubble centers are the node centers and the bubble radii are the radii
of support. If the bubbles are sufficiently packed before determining the
element connectivity, this technique could be used to first determine ac-
ceptable nodal locations and support sizes and subsequently tessellated for
the corresponding element connectivity.
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4. The breaks in continuity on the surface representations (§3.4) are undesirable.
If smooth representations across boundary element faces are to be obtained this
needs included in the system of equations determining unknown nodal weights.
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